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How Did This Happen?
Even a single-day event can leave a lot 

of damage to a venue. For large events, 
setup on the previous days means ground 
crews working to place tents, walkways, 
paths, and vehicles. The day’s heat can 
scorch the grass underneath while heavy 
equipment and high foot traffic will trample 
grass and leave you with obvious ruts and 
mud all over your venue. 

It’s never just the main event that’s the 
issue. An open-air soundstage is great 
until you pay to re-sod the ground in 
front of the stage. Outdoor weddings are 
beautiful, but the effect they have on a 
venue can be brutal, with chair divots and 
crushed grass. Everything from temporary 
bathroom facilities to a tent with a dance 
floor will need to consider how it affects 
the ground it’s resting on.

How Do I Prevent This?
Save time and money. Fix these 

problems before they occur by:
• Control traffic flow – use directional 

signage to direct foot traffic away 
from sensitive areas

• Protect the ground beneath your 
event – rent or purchase ground 
protection mats for high traffic areas

• Use existing paths to limit ground 
damage

• Protect equipment by ensuring it is on 
stable ground.

Design Your Layout with 
Purpose

Just because the space next to the 
water feature is perfect for the dance 
floor does not mean that you should place 
it directly next to the registration tent. 
Consider the overall layout of your event. 
I cannot tell you the number of events I’ve 
seen where poor layouts created backlogs 
that pushed people off the beaten path 
and into unintended areas. If you put a 
mandatory facility (e.g. registration) on 
the same walkway needed to reach a 
main attraction, then you will have people 
jumping barricades and stepping onto 
sensitive grassy areas.

Keep high traffic areas distanced from 
each other or provide byways for event 
patrons to pass unnecessary lines and 
mark them clearly. Clear demarcation for 
paths and wayfinding to reach different 
areas is essential for more than just 
avoiding congestion, it keeps people on 
the paths you’ve protected.

• Always use colors that stand out 
from your natural décor. It doesn’t 
have to be neon but it should be 
noticeable and uniform throughout 
the event space. Changing the 
aesthetic for each area is clever but 
makes wayfinding difficult.

• Maps and graphics should easily 
orient the reader. We’ve all seen 
the “you are here” dots. Find a way 

to orient your patrons that they’ll 
understand quickly.

• Give easily digestible bits of 
information rather than a full 
map at each sign. Signs that point 
towards major locations with a few 
additional stops along the way keep 
traffic moving and don’t overload the 
reader or create long stops at each 
sign (you want people to stop at 
maps not at direction markers).

• Use color-coded flooring to give 
an always present guide line. Post 
regular reminders on which areas 
belong to which color.

• Use barricades to control traffic 
flow. Whether it’s a rope, bunting 
banners, or a bike rack, barricades 
that block patrons from walking where 
they shouldn’t ought to be used for 
guiding them to their destination.

• Hire staff to provide clear 
direction and answer questions. 
Text and icons can only go so far and 
not everyone receives a message the 
same way. A human touch can help 
clear up misunderstandings.

Take advantage of natural spaces 
or areas that need renovation to avoid 
resurfacing fees. Consider what you’re 
placing on a space. Do bathroom facilities 
need to be on the grass if there’s an 
unusable parking lot nearby? 

When possible, most spaces already 
include paths and walkways designed for 
heavy traffic. Use this for both vehicles 
during event setup and for pedestrians 
after the event starts. This could limit the 
layout of your event, but it’s worth it in 
the long run when you’re minimizing the 
number of barricades and walkways you 
need to rent for the event.

Protect the Venue
For venue owners, protecting event 

grounds is the simple path to saving 
money. Multiple back-to-back events are 
murder on your grass and will eventually 
lead to costly resurfacing. Protecting 
your venue from the effects of pedestrian 
traffic, heavy equipment, and vehicles will 
decrease grass rebound time and allow for 
more events with fewer repairs. Whether 
that takes the shape of converting uneven 
fields into flat platforms or gravel areas 
into sturdy dance surfaces, the goal is 
the same. It doesn’t matter if you take it 
upon yourself to have ground protection 
installed or require proper safeguards 
from event planners, following these 
ground-protection do’s and don’ts 
can help!

It’s the perfect venue; a scenic park with 
open spaces and fantastic features. Then, 
after a full day of planned events and  
pedestrians, when the tents come down, 
the stage is rolled away, and the last 
truckload of gear pulls away, you face the 
bad news. The ground is damaged and  
either you need to work on revitalizing the 
grass (maybe even laying down new sod) 
or you’re on the receiving end of the bill 
for damages. After unexpected addition-
al expenses for the event, making repairs 
for grounds damage that could have been 
avoided is never where you want to be.
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• Avoid metal and flat-bottomed floor-
ing when placing ground protection 
on grass (it’s fine for dirt and gravel 
surfaces). Metal surfaces become hot 
and scorch the grass while a perfectly 
flat base crushes the grass and 
damages bounce-back.

• Make sure the grass has been 
aerated before the event to help 
mitigate the effects of any covering.

• If you can, set up temporary flooring 
overnight or use translucent surfaces 
to allow light to reach the grass. The 
longer ground protection or other 
coverings are in place the more the 
grass will brown.

• If carpeting is necessary at an 
outdoor event, pair it with a 
ground-protecting subfloor. Rolling 
out a carpet onto grass acts as a 
thermal blanket that overheats the 
ground, absorbs water, and creates 
an unstable walking surface. Always 
use a subfloor.

• Always use ground protection that’s 
weight-rated for what will be on it. 
There are multiple options available to 
suit every event planner’s needs.

An added note: seating is just as danger-
ous for your event as traffic. Remember, 
each chair has four points of contact that 
are going to take the full weight of whoever 
is sitting there. Add that to constant shifting 
or adjusting of the seat and there will be 
divots and small ruts in the grass, even if 
the attendees are only there for 15 minutes. 
That amount of shifting increases when the 
ground is uneven and can be a potential 
hazard for rocky seating, since attendees will 
be moving slightly throughout the event to 
maintain their balance or keep the chair from 
falling. Save your grass, use a platform.

Improving Attendee Safety
You aren’t just protecting the ground, 

you’re changing the surface to make it 
safer for attendees. Both venue owners 
and event planners need to keep attendee 
safety in mind. Scenic areas aren’t always 
the safest footing. Ground protection 
provides an even and stable surface for 
attendees.

This is especially true during the rainy 
season. Wet grass can be slippery and 
no one wants to push a stroller through 
mud. Most ground protection surfaces 
are designed to stay safe when wet or dry 
quickly. For those that aren’t, it’s easier 
to cover designated walkways with a tarp 
instead of trying to cover every grassy 
surface just before a rainstorm.

A few advanced safety tips to keep in 
mind:

• Fast-drying surfaces or temporary 
carpet that isn’t slippery-when-wet 
are safer for walkways.

• Use carpeting or another high-friction 
covering for ramps and stairs 
wherever possible.

• While carpeting or turf allows you to 
control the appearance of your event, 
it won’t dry off as quickly as other 
materials. Consider covering carpets 
with a tarp overnight if there is a 
weather risk.

• Use temporary ground protection 
wherever there is not a pre-existing 
path or road.

• Always place points-of-interest 
on stable and even ground. If the 
best layout for your event puts a 
high-traffic area on uneven or shifting 
ground, build a platform for safety.

Last But Not Least
Any time you find a space in your event 

that seems to generate unwanted traffic, 
and this will happen despite your best 
efforts, place a staff member there to keep 
people from trampling unwanted areas or 
creating congestion that forces people off 
the intended path.

Grass is going to brown no matter what 
you do. A grassy field is all one intercon-
nected system and as areas lose sunlight, 
the blades of grass wither. Browning grass 
due to lack of sunlight is always easier to 
recover from than bruised and crushed 
blades, scorched grass, or ruts and divots. 
The goal is to avoid needing expensive 
replanting operations because the ground 
got soggy and your truck’s tires dug a 
three-foot trench.

So, what happens when you take care 
of the venue? Well if you’re the grounds 
owner there’s decreased lag-time between 
events as you wait for the grass to recover. 
For event planners you’ll reduce overhead 
and unexpected costs due to expensive 
ground damage. Of course, venue owners 
may want to consider keeping their 
own-systems onsite for rent, or at least 
recommend to new clients that they check 
with their event company to make sure 
sufficient protection is intended.

Will Parsons is a copywriter and 
product SME for Signature Systems 
Group, has been a leader in spe-
cial event flooring for 20 years. Will 
has both written on and worked as 
a stage hand and event tech for multi-
ple concerts and events. For more 
information, go to: www.signatu-
recorp.com

If you want the full order of operations for perfect ground  
protection, start by building accessways and staging  
areas. Clearly define which platforms are for heavy loads and 
build staging areas to minimize the cost of more expensive  
high-weight floors.
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